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Abstract

Document-level relation extraction (DocRE)
predicts relations for entity pairs that rely on
long-range context-dependent reasoning in a
document. As a typical multi-label classifica-
tion problem, DocRE faces the challenge of
effectively distinguishing a small set of pos-
itive relations from the majority of negative
ones. This challenge becomes even more diffi-
cult to overcome when there exists a significant
number of annotation errors in the dataset. In
this work, we aim to achieve better integra-
tion of both the discriminability and robust-
ness for the DocRE problem. Specifically, we
first design an effective loss function to endow
high discriminability to both probabilistic out-
puts and internal representations. We innova-
tively customize entropy minimization and su-
pervised contrastive learning for the challeng-
ing multi-label and long-tailed learning prob-
lems. To ameliorate the impact of label errors,
we equipped our method with a novel nega-
tive label sampling strategy to strengthen the
model robustness. In addition, we introduce
two new data regimes to mimic more realistic
scenarios with annotation errors and evaluate
our sampling strategy. Experimental results
verify the effectiveness of each component and
show that our method achieves new state-of-
the-art results on the DocRED dataset, its re-
cently cleaned version, Re-DocRED, and the
proposed data regimes. 1

1 Introduction

The problem of document-level relation extraction
(DocRE) has garnered increasing attention from the
research community (Quirk and Poon, 2017; Peng
et al., 2017; Yao et al., 2019) due to its importance
to real-world applications. DocRE is inherently a
multi-label problem, in which we have to predict

∗∗This work was partially done when Jia Guo was an intern
at DAMO Academy, Alibaba Group.

1Our codes and datasets are available at https://
github.com/guojiapub/PEMSCL.

a set of relations from the pre-defined label set for
every entity pair in a document. Thus, it is crucial
for DocRE models to adopt an effective learning
objective that can clearly distinguish massive se-
mantically close relations.

Recently, several works have proposed new loss
functions to learn an adaptive threshold for better
separating positive and negative relations. How-
ever, these approaches (Zhou et al., 2021; Tan et al.,
2022a) either enforce learning a total order among
all relations that leads to superfluous comparisons
and diminishing differences among them or im-
properly penalize all pre-defined labels of positive
entity pairs if their average margins are lower than
the threshold when addressing the label imbalance
problem (Zhou and Lee, 2022). In contrast, we
propose an approach that learns a partial order,
ranking all positive relations above a threshold indi-
vidually, which is in turn ranked above all negative
relations. Our approach does not waste precious
data and probability mass in modeling the ordering
among positive relations (likewise for negative re-
lations). We further sharpen the distinction in each
distribution of a relation and the threshold through
the principled use of entropy minimization.

Besides, none of the above methods take the
discriminability of internal representations into ac-
count, as well as the model robustness against an-
notation errors. To solve these issues, we introduce
novel modifications to the supervised contrastive
learning (Khosla et al., 2020) to accentuate the
differences among the embeddings of entity pairs
from different classes and the similarities of that
from the same class. Our method can better ac-
commodate the multi-label setting and the long-tail
phenomenon that is typically present in DocRE
datasets. To combat the annotation error problem
stated in Tan et al. (2022b), we design two new
data regimes and a novel negative label sampling
strategy that gives consistently strong performance
even with incomplete annotations. In sum, our
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contributions are three-fold:

• We propose an effective loss function that
boosts the discriminability of both internal
embeddings and probabilistic outputs.

• We achieve good integration of discriminabil-
ity and robustness by incorporating a novel
negative label sampling strategy.

• Experimental results consistently demonstrate
that we achieve new state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in a variety of settings.

2 Related Work

Document-level relation extraction (DocRE)
Early works on DocRE focus on utilizing graph
convolutional networks (GCNs) (Kipf and Welling,
2017) to conduct complex cross-sentence reason-
ing on a document graph (Sahu et al., 2019;
Christopoulou et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020; Zeng
et al., 2021). Recently, methods fine-tuned on large
pre-trained language models (Devlin et al., 2019;
Liu et al., 2019) achieved significant performance
gain. In particular, SSAN (Xu et al., 2021) encoded
entity dependencies into the self-attention mech-
anism to strengthen context and entity reasoning.
ATLOP (Zhou et al., 2021) employed the multi-
head attention weights to generate entity-related
context representations which enhanced the embed-
dings of entity pairs. To better address the multi-
label classification problem, both ATLOP (Zhou
et al., 2021) and NCRL (Zhou and Lee, 2022) pro-
posed to treat the NA class as an adaptive thresh-
old. DocuNet (Zhang et al., 2021) and KD-DocRE
(Tan et al., 2022a) extended the ATLOP architec-
ture by increasing interactions between entities and
incorporating knowledge distillation, respectively.
Besides, other DocRE models attempted to lever-
age auxiliary information for relation prediction,
such as meta dependency paths (Nan et al., 2020),
external knowledge bases (Li et al., 2021a), and
evidences (Xie et al., 2022; Xiao et al., 2022). We
additionally provide detailed comparison with ex-
isting works in Section 3.3.

Other related works Entropy Minimization
technique was commonly seen in semi-supervised
learning works (Grandvalet and Bengio, 2004; Vu
et al., 2019). However, we are the first to employ
entropy minimization in the challenging multi-label
supervised learning framework. Besides, our en-
tropy minimization takes effect in each customized
probability distribution of the relation label and

threshold class, which will encourage a larger dis-
tinction between them.

Supervised contrastive learning (SCL) (Khosla
et al., 2020) extends self-supervised contrastive
learning (He et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020) to
the fully supervised setting by constructing “pos-
itive” and “negative” examples based on their la-
bels. ERICA (Qin et al., 2021) proposed a pre-
training framework using contrastive learning to
improve representations of entities and relations.
However, this work samples positive pairs for re-
lations proportionally to their total amount of ex-
amples, which will lead to biased optimization that
favors primary relations over minor ones. Besides,
they only maximize the similarity of one positive
example pair each time, which may weaken the
global effect of clustering. Instead, we give equal
consideration to each relation and each positive
example of anchors, and elaborately tailored the su-
pervised contrastive learning to suit both the multi-
label problem and long-tailed relation learning.

3 Methodology

In this section, we describe our model called PEM-
SCL that is based on a Pairwise moving-threshold
loss, Entropy Minimization, and Supervised
Contrastive Learning.

3.1 Problem Formulation
Let D = {wl}Ll=1 be a document containing L

words and a set of entities ED = {ei}|ED|
i=1 . Each en-

tity ei is associated with a set of mentions Mei =

{mi
j}

|Mei |
j=1 (i.e., a set of phrases referring to the

same entity ei). In document-level relation extrac-
tion, we predict the subset of relations in a pre-
defined set R= {rk}|R|

k=1 that hold between each
pair of entities (eh, et)h,t=1,...,|ED|,h̸=t. We some-
times abbreviate an entity pair (eh, et) as (h, t) to
simplify notation. A relation is deemed to exist
between the head entity eh and tail entity et if it is
expressed between any of their corresponding men-
tions. If no relation exists between any pair of their
mentions, the entity pair is labeled NA. For each
entity pair, we term a relation that holds between its
constituent entities as positive, and the remaining
relations in R as negative. An entity pair that is NA
does not have any positive relation, and has the en-
tire set R as negative relations (we could consider
such a pair as having a special NA relation between
them). Document-level relation extraction can be
viewed as a multi-label problem, in which an entity
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pair corresponds to a training/test example, and the
relations in R ∪ {NA} correspond to the possible
labels or classes of the example.

3.2 Encoder Model
We leverage ATLOP (Zhou et al., 2021) as our en-
coder since recent work (Xie et al., 2022; Zhou and
Lee, 2022) has borne out its usefulness as a back-
bone in neural architectures. For each entity pair
(eh, et), the encoder model generates the entity pair
representation xh,t ∈ Rdx , and its unnormalized
score vector fh,t ∈ R|R|+1 for relation prediction,
we briefly describe them as follows2:

xh,t = Encoder
(
(eh, et)|D,Meh ,Met

)
(1)

fh,t = Linear(xh,t) (2)

3.3 Pairwise Moving-Threshold Loss with
Entropy Minimization

In document-level relation extraction, a fixed proba-
bility threshold (e.g. a hyperparameter tuned on the
development dataset) is used to decide the bound-
ary of positive and negative relations. However,
such a threshold is only suitable for entity pairs on
average, and may not be ideal for entity pairs with
particular properties.

To address this problem, we design a loss func-
tion that utilizes the NA class as a dynamic thresh-
old, learning how best to move the threshold in
accordance with the regularities present in each
entity pair. Specifically, we conduct a pairwise
comparison between each relation and the NA class
(separately for each relation), and encourage the
prediction scores of each positive relation to be
higher than that of the NA class, and incentivize
the score of the NA class to be higher than those of
negative relations. In this way, we induce a partial
order over R∪{NA} for each entity pair. Note that
the positive relations are not compared against each
other, and their relative rankings are not modeled
(likewise for negative relations). This makes sense
in the multi-label setting where we are interested
in finding the set of relations that are true with-
out being concerned about their relative degrees of
veracity.

Formally, we split the predefined relation set
R = Ph,t ∪Nh,t into two mutually exclusive sets
for each entity pair (h, t) in a training set, where
Ph,t and Nh,t respectively denote the positive and
negative relations of (h, t). As mentioned in Sec-
tion 3.2, we make use of fh,t ∈ R|R|+1 that is

2Please refer to Appendix D for the computation details.
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Figure 1: Each positive relation (colored rectangles
with solid lines) exhibits a large probability difference
from the threshold class (white rectangle with solid
lines) when they are separately compared (like what
is achieved with our Lh,t

pmt loss. We further expand
this difference by minimizing H(r) as stated in Eq. 5).
However, the probabilities are diminished when each
positive relation (colored rectangles with dashed lines)
is made to compete with the other, reducing the disparity
between the probability of each positive relation and
that of the threshold class (white rectangle with dashed
lines).

computed by Equation 1. We denote the elements
of fh,t that correspond to relation r ∈ R and to
the NA class as fr and fη respectively. (Both fr
and fη represent unnormalized prediction scores
(logits).) Using fr and fη, we compute the prob-
ability that the label C of entity pair (h, t) is r
(or η) conditioned on C being either r or η, i.e.,
Ph,t(C = r|C = {r, NA}) and Ph,t(C = η|C = {r,
NA}) respectively, as follows.

P r
h,t(r) =

exp(fr)

exp(fr) + exp(fη)
,

P η
h,t(r)=1−P r

h,t(r)=
exp(fη)

exp(fr)+exp(fη)
, (3)

where we have abbreviated Ph,t(C = r|C = {r,
NA}) and Ph,t(C=η|C={r, NA}) as P r

h,t(r) and
P η
h,t(r) respectively.

Our pairwise moving-threshold loss Lh,t
pmt that

maximizing the joint probability of all relations for
an entity pair (h, t) is defined as:

Lh,t
pmt = − log

( ∏

r∈Ph,t

P r
h,t(r)

∏

r∈Nh,t

(
1− P r

h,t(r)
))

= −
∑

r∈Ph,t

logP r
h,t(r)−

∑

r∈Nh,t

logP η
h,t(r)

=
∑

r∈Ph,t

log(1 + exp(fη − fr))

+
∑

r∈Nh,t

log(1 + exp(fr − fη)). (4)
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In Equation 4, note that the same threshold fη is
used for all r ∈ R for an entity pair (h, t). From
the equation, we see that minimizing Lh,t

pmt equates
to learning scores such that fr > fη when r is a
positive relation, and such that fη > fr when r is
negative relation. The (relative) scores for relations
fr and for the threshold fη are fully learned from
training data, and are tailored to individual entity
pairs. Hence, they can better model the peculiari-
ties specific to each entity pair.

Although previous work (Zhou et al., 2021; Tan
et al., 2022a) employed a similar thresholding
mechanism, they learn a total order for all rela-
tions (or a set of relations) and the threshold class.
This wastes finite probability mass (total value of
1.0) in modeling the superfluous ordering among
the relations that is not beneficial to multi-label
problem, and inevitably diminishes the difference
between the probability of each relation and that of
the threshold. See Figure 1 for illustration.

Intuitively, a desirable trait of a loss function
is that it reduces the uncertainty about whether a
relation is positive or negative, thereby allowing
its value to be discerned easily. To achieve this
in a principled manner, we employ the principle
of entropy minimization (Grandvalet and Bengio,
2005). Entropy minimization is typically used on
unlabeled data in unsupervised or semi-supervised
learning (Berthelot et al., 2020). In our case, we
apply it on labeled data in a supervised setting. The
information entropy for each pairwise probability
distribution between relation r and the threshold
class NA for entity pair (h, t) is defined as:

Hh,t(r) = −P r
h,t(r) logP

r
h,t(r)− P η

h,t(r) logP
η
h,t(r). (5)

In Equation 5, information entropy decreases as
the absolute difference between P r

h,t(r) and P η
h,t(r)

increases, attaining a maximum when P r
h,t(r) =

P η
h,t(r) = 0.5 and a minimum when either proba-

bility is 1.0 (and the other is 0.0). Thus, incorpo-
rating entropy into our loss function would help to
accentuate the disparity between the pair P r

h,t(r)

and P η
h,t(r) for all relations, making it easier to

distinguish a positive (or negative) relation from
the threshold NA.

We formulate our final pairwise moving-
threshold loss with entropy minimization as fol-
lows:

Lh,t
em=

1

γ1

∑

r∈Ph,t

Hh,t(r)+
1

γ2

∑

r∈Nh,t

Hh,t(r), (6)

L1 =
∑

(h,t)∈B
Lh,t
pmt + Lh,t

em, (7)

where B refers to a training batch, and γ1 =
{1, |Ph,t|} and γ2 = {1, |Nh,t|} are hyperparame-
ters weighting the effect of entropy minimization.

It is noted that using Lpmt on its own would lead
to poor optimization for positive relations, in the
situation where there is a preponderance of neg-
ative relations, the sum over Nh,t in Equation 4
might overwhelm the sum over Ph,t to such an ex-
tent that pushing fη to a large value far above that
of fr for every negative relation r in order to mini-
mize Lh,t

pmt (the same issue that also affects previous
work (Zhou and Lee, 2022) without being properly
addressed). Instead, our entropy minimization via
Lh,t
em in Equation 6 provides a principled means to

“balance” the sharp disparity between the proba-
bility of r and that of η across all relations. Em-
pirically, Lh,t

em also demonstrates its efficacy in an
ablation study (see Section 4.4.)

3.4 Supervised Contrastive Learning for
Multi-Labels and Long-Tailed Relations

Rather than focusing only on sharpening the dispar-
ity of probability outputs as stated in Equation 7,
we also seek to accentuate the disparities for the
embeddings of entity pairs that are labeled with
different relations. To do so, we take inspiration
from supervised contrastive learning (Khosla et al.,
2020) which aims to “pull” the embeddings of sim-
ilar examples together, and “push” those of dissim-
ilar examples apart.

However, the original supervised contrastive
learning technique only deals with single-label data,
and does not handle long-tail distributions. We
have to introduce some novel modifications for it to
work on our multi-label problem. We make use of
the embedding xh,t that is computed by Equation 1,
and normalized it by L2 normalization before using
it in the loss function below. After transplanting the
loss function of supervised contrastive learning for
our multi-label problem, we obtain the following
loss function for an entity pair (h, t):

Lh,t
scl = − log

{ 1

|Sh,t|
∑

p∈Sh,t

exp(xh,t · xp/τ)∑
d∈B,d ̸=(h,t)

exp(xh,t · xd/τ)

}
, (8)

In Equation 8, B is a batch of examples (entity
pairs) including (h, t). Sh,t ⊆ B is such that each
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entity pair p=(h′, t′) in Sh,t has at least one posi-
tive relation in common with (h, t), and p is termed
a positive example of (h, t) (also (h, t) /∈ Sh,t).
The negative examples of (h, t) are the remaining
examples in the batch, i.e., B \ (Sh,t ∪ {(h, t)}).
The operator · refers to the dot product, and τ ∈ R+

is a temperature parameter. To minimize Lh,t
scl, we

maximize the numerator in Equation 8 by learning
embeddings for (h, t) and its positive examples that
are close to each other (according to cosine simi-
larity), and minimize the denominator by learning
embeddings for (h, t) and its negative examples
that are far apart.

Equation 8 would work for document-level re-
lation extraction (DocRE) if not for the long-tail
phenomenon that is typically present in DocRE
datasets. For example, in the datasets used for our
experiments, the top 10 relations account for about
60% of entity pairs in the dataset. Thus, we often
find that an entity pair (h, t) with only long-tailed
positive relations does not have any other entity
pair in the same batch that has that relation in com-
mon, i.e., |Sh,t| = 0. This means that Equation 8
could not be applied to such entity pairs. To take
such an entity pair (h, t) into account, we design
the following loss term:

Lh,t
lt = log

∑

d∈B,d ̸=(h,t)

exp(xh,t · xd/τ), (9)

in which we solely maximize the dissimilarities
between the embedding of (h, t) and those of other
entity pairs in the same batch B. The final loss
function for supervised contrastive learning is:

L2=
∑

(h,t)∈BP

I{|Sh,t|̸=0}Lh,t
scl+I{|Sh,t|=0}Lh,t

lt , (10)

where I{} is an indicator function that takes the
value of 1 if the condition in {} is satisfied, and
the value of 0 otherwise. In Equation 10, BP ⊆ B
is a subset of entity pairs in a batch that is labeled
with at least one relation in R. In other words, BP
does not contain any entity pair that is labeled with
the NA class (i.e., all relations in R are considered
negative for the entity pair), since it does not make
sense to minimize the embedding distance between
two entity pairs that are labeled NA, and thus have
no relation in common.

Combining Equations 7 and 10, we obtain the fi-
nal loss function that is used for training our model:

L = L1 + λL2, (11)

where λ ∈ R+ is a hyperparameter.

3.5 Negative Label Sampling
As reported by recent works (Huang et al., 2022;
Tan et al., 2022b), the DocRE benchmark suf-
fers from the severe false-negative problem, which
means that quite a few entity pairs previously la-
beled as NA class should have at least one rela-
tion label. Blithely ignoring this issue will greatly
harm the performance of the method and cause ill-
defined evaluation. To enhance the robustness of
our method, we propose a novel negative label sam-
pling strategy, which only samples a small fraction
of negative relations for each entity pair with NA la-
bel when computing the loss function. We assume
that the true relation labels for those false-negative
examples are hard to be sampled from the massive
negative relations, thus we could avoid erroneously
treating the correct labels as negative relations in
the loss function.

Let BN ⊆ B denote the subset of all entity pairs
that are labeled NA in a current batch B. For each
entity pair (h, t) in BN , we uniformly sample a sub-
set of negative relations N ′

h,t ⊆ Nh,t, and define
the following loss function:

L′ =
∑

(h,t)∈BN

∑

r∈N ′
h,t

− logP η
h,t(r)+

1

γ2

∑

r∈N ′
h,t

Hh,t(r), (12)

where P η
h,t(r) and Hh,t(r) are defined in Equa-

tion 3 and Equation 5 respectively.
Let BP = B \ BN denote the subset of entity

pairs in the current batch B that is labeled with
at least one positive relation. Combining terms
in Equations 7, 10, and 12, we obtain the final
loss function LNA that incorporates our sampling
approach:

LNA
1 = L′ +

∑

(h,t)∈BP

Lh,t
pmt + Lh,t

em,

LNA = LNA
1 + λL2. (13)

Observe that LNA
1 has modified L1 (Equation 7)

by changing the latter’s sum over negative rela-
tions for entity pairs that are labeled NA. Also note
that the loss L2 due to supervised contrastive learn-
ing remains unchanged in Equation 13 because it
operates at the level of entities (specifically their
embeddings) rather than at the level of relation
labels.

Although previous papers (Li et al., 2021b, 2022)
seem to adopt a similar negative sampling strategy,
our approach has significant differences from them.
The previous works sampled negative instances
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(i.e., entire entity pairs with NA labels in our case)
and removed those unselected negative instances
from the training dataset. In our approach, we
sample negative labels of NA entity pairs, and do
not discard any entity pairs, making our approach
potentially more data efficient.

4 Experiments

4.1 Benchmark Description

DocRED (Yao et al., 2019) is a large-scale dataset
constructed from Wikipedia and Wikidata, and is
widely used as a benchmark for document-level
relation extraction (DocRE). However, recent stud-
ies (Huang et al., 2022; Tan et al., 2022b) have
found that many entity pairs (or examples) that
are labeled NA are erroneous, and should be in-
stead labeled with at least one positive relation in
R. To ameliorate this problem, Re-DocRED (Tan
et al., 2022b) relabels the original training and de-
velopment sets of DocRED and splits DocRED’s
development set into two equal halves as new de-
velopment and test sets, respectively. Instead of
comparing models on the faulty DocRED dataset,
the results on Re-DocRED should be regarded as a
fair comparison.

4.2 Two New Data Regimes

To evaluate the models in a more realistic exper-
imental setting in which their resilience to noisy
data is carefully tested, we propose two new data
regimes, OOG-DocRE and OGG-DocRE, that are
based on the above DocRED and Re-DocRED
benchmarks. Every “O” represents the Original
labels obtained from the original unclean, noisy
DocRED dataset; similarly, every “G” represents
the Gold labels in the new, cleaned Re-DocRED
dataset. Each letter in “OOG” and “OGG” repre-
sent different sources of labels for training, valida-
tion, and testing, respectively. Both regimes reflect
the real-world scenario where training data is noisy,
and manual effort can only be expended on clean-
ing a relatively small validation/test set. All models
are trained and tuned only on the training and vali-
dation sets respectively, and evaluated on the test
set. Note that in both regimes the cleaned training
set from Re-DocRed is not used. Table 1 contains
details about the datasets.

3500 documents share the same titles as the development
set of Re-DocRED, but labeled by DocRED.

Dataset Train Dev Test
#Doc / #Example #Doc / #Example #Doc / #Example

DocRED 3,053 / 1,198,650 1,000 / 396,790 1,000 / 392,158
Re-DocRED 3,053 / 1,193,092 500 / 193,232 500 / 198,670

Our new data regimes
OOG-DocRE 3,053 / 1,198,650 5003/ 195,682 500 / 198,670
OGG-DocRE 3,053 / 1,198,650 500 / 193,232 500 / 198,670

Table 1: Dataset statistics. We construct two new data
regimes based on the Original labels from DocRED
and Gold labels from Re-DocRED. The total number
of predefined relation labels for all datasets is 96 (i.e.,
|R| = 96).

4.3 Results on DocRE Benchmarks

From Table.2, we see that our PEMSCL model per-
forms the best on both development and test sets of
the original DocRED dataset and the cleaned Re-
DocRED dataset (the models are trained on their
corresponding training sets). It is worth noting that
the results among recent models (e.g., DocuNet,
KD-DocRE, NCRL) are almost indistinguishable
on DocRED (see Appendix C), especially after con-
sidering their standard deviations. However, the
performance gaps between models become signifi-
cant when we validate and test on the Re-DocRED
dataset. This strongly suggests that the original Do-
cRED’s (overly erroneous) development and test
sets cannot truly ascertain the performance differ-
ences between models. In contrast, the cleaned
version Re-DocRED provides a more faithful com-
parison of the models. Henceforth, we analyze
model performances based solely on Re-DocRED’s
development and test sets.

Compared with ATLOP (upon which our model
is developed), our PEMSCL model achieves around
a 3-point improvement in terms of both Ign F1 and
F1 scores on Re-DocRED’s development and test
sets. When compared against the recent strong
baseline NCRL, our PEMSCL model continues to
do better, achieving about a 1-point improvement
in terms of F1 score on Re-DocRED’s develop-
ment set. After taking the standard deviations into
account, the results still show that PEMSCL out-
performs NCRL. In sum, the above results demon-
strate the effectiveness of our proposed model, and
ascertain that it has achieved new state-of-the-art
performances.

4.4 Ablation Study

In addition to the main metrics F1 and Ign F1, we
also report the F1 scores for different types of re-
lations. We first rank in descending order all pre-
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DocRED Dev DocRED Test

Model Ign F1 F1 Ign F1 F1

Implemented on DeBERTaLarge

ATLOP (Zhou et al., 2021) 62.16±0.15 64.01±0.12 62.12 64.08
ATLOP + BCE (Zhou and Lee, 2022) 61.92±0.13 63.96±0.15 61.83 63.92
NCRL (Zhou and Lee, 2022) 62.98±0.18 64.79±0.13 63.03 64.96

PEMSCL (Ours) 63.25±0.09 65.15±0.10 63.40 65.41

Re-DocRED Dev Re-DocRED Test

Ign F1 F1 Ign F1 F1

Implemented on RoBERTaLarge

JEREX (Eberts and Ulges, 2021) 69.12 70.33 68.97 70.25
ATLOP + BCE∗ (Zhou and Lee, 2022) 75.86±0.13 75.25±0.11 75.91 75.36
ATLOP (Zhou et al., 2021) 76.88 77.63 76.94 77.73
DocuNet (Zhang et al., 2021) 77.53 78.16 77.27 77.92
KD-DocRE (Tan et al., 2022a) 77.92 78.65 77.63 78.35
NCRL∗ (Zhou and Lee, 2022) 78.41±0.21 79.15±0.20 78.45 79.19

PEMSCL (Ours) 79.02±0.20 79.89±0.17 79.01 79.86

Table 2: Results on DocRED and Re-DocRED. Ign F1 stands for the F1 score excluding relational facts in the
training set. Results for baseline models on the test and dev set of DocRED are taken from their original papers. The
results on RE-DocRED for NCRL and ATLOP + BCE (Zhou and Lee, 2022) (i.e., marked with ∗) are reproduced
by us with their default code4 and our implementation, respectively; other results of baselines on Re-DocRED are
taken from (Tan et al., 2022b). We report the mean and standard deviation on the development set of 5 runs with
different random initialization for our PEMSCL model and the reproduced baselines, and report the test scores using
the best-performing model on the development set. For implementation details, please refer to Appendix A.

Model Dev Ign F1 Dev F1 Head F1 Mid F1 Tail F1

Ours 79.02 79.89 82.99 75.70 63.51
– Lh,t

em 78.38 79.17 82.35 74.75 62.35
– L2 78.36 79.10 82.40 74.50 62.22
– Lh,t

em and L2 77.92 78.63 81.92 74.06 61.16

Table 3: Ablation study of our PEMSCL model on Re-
DocRED. “–” represents the removal of our model’s
components. We also report the F1 scores for the top 10
relations (Head F1), the middle 70 relations (Mid F1),
and the last 20 relations (Tail F1) ranked by the number
of entity pairs that are related by them. The mean result
of 3 runs with different random initialization on the
development set of Re-DocRED are reported.

defined relations by the number of entity pairs that
are labeled with them. Next, we classify them into
three categories: head relations (the top 10 rela-
tions, accounting for 64% of Re-DocRED’s train-
ing data), tail relations (the bottom 20 relations,
accounting for 2% of training data), and middle
relations (the remaining relations).

From Table 3, we see that each component plays
a pivotal role in the effectiveness of our PEMSCL
model – removing a component or a combination
of them compromises performance. Removing the

Lh,t
em and L2 components individually results in a

performance decline of 0.90% and 0.99% in terms
of F1 score respectively. When either of these two
components is removed, we see a sharper decline in
terms of Tail F1 (1.82% and 2.03%) than in terms
of Head F1 (0.77% and 0.71%). This shows that
both components are useful for long-tailed rela-
tions, and highlights the effectiveness of L2, part
of which is designed to cater to long-tailed rela-
tions. After removing both Lh,t

em and L2 together,
the performances on Head F1, Mid F1, and Tail F1

all significantly drop by 1.29%, 2.17%, and 3.70%
respectively. Even with only one loss term remain-
ing (i,e, Lh,t

pmt), our EMSCL model still surpasses
the baseline ATLOP on Re-DocRED in Table 2 by
1.3% on Dev F1, reflecting the usefulness of our
pairwise moving-threshold loss.

4.5 Results on New Data Regimes

Table 4 shows the performance of our PEMSCL
model and baselines on our proposed data regimes:
OOG-DocRE and OGG-DocRE. We select NCRL
as a focal baseline from among the recent baselines

4https://github.com/yangzhou12/NCRL
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Orig-Dev Gold-Dev Gold-Test

Ign F1 F1 Ign F1 F1 Ign F1 F1

On OOG-DocRE Regime
ATLOP (Zhou et al., 2021) 60.94 62.95 46.99 47.14 47.52 47.65
NCRL (Zhou and Lee, 2022) 61.42 63.52 49.06 49.21 48.41 48.53
PEMSCL (Ours) 62.05 64.19 50.82 50.99 50.92 51.10

PEMSCL† (Ours) 46.07 49.51 62.05 63.39 62.76 64.03

On OGG-DocRE Regime
ATLOP (Zhou et al., 2021) - - 48.23 48.54 48.50 48.77
NCRL (Zhou and Lee, 2022) - - 49.92 50.08 50.10 50.25
PEMSCL (Ours) - - 50.43 50.62 51.09 51.25

PEMSCL† (Ours) - - 62.40 63.72 62.47 63.73

Table 4: Results on two new data regimes. The best results are bolded, and the second best results are underlined.
PEMSCL† refers to our best-performing model on the development set after using our proposed negative label
sampling strategy (Section 3.5). The sampling ratio of 0.1 is set with a development set.
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Figure 2: The effect of negative label sampling ratio in
the OOG-DocRE regime.

due to its competitive performance on Re-DocRED.
We see that all models perform above 62-point F1

on Orig-Dev (the original development set from Do-
cRED) when trained on the original training dataset.
However, when we evaluate all models on Gold-
Dev and Gold-Test (the clean development and test
sets from Re-DocRED), the performances of the
models (including ours) dramatically decrease by
around 15-point F1 on both Gold-Dev and Gold-
Test. Upon inspection, we find that the models
misclassify a lot of positive examples (entity pairs)
as NA, which is an expected outcome of being mis-
guided by the erroneous false-negative labels in
DocRED.

However, after using our proposed negative label
sampling loss (Equation 13), our PEMSCL model
exhibits tremendous improvement on both Gold-

Dev and Gold-Test by 24% and 25% on the F1

scores respectively. This demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of our negative label sampling strategy
in countering the noise present in entity pairs that
are labeled NA. The same conclusion can be drawn
from the results for the OGG-DocRE regime. More-
over, we notice that both ATLOP and NCRL im-
prove by at least 1-point F1 on the OGG regime
compared with the OOG regime. This demon-
strates the usefulness of gold labels even in a small
amount. However, our model performs compara-
bly on both regimes, indicating the stability of our
model in different regimes.

We also investigate the effect of the sampling
ratio on our proposed strategy. The sampling ratio
refers to the ratio of negative labels that we keep
during the training for each entity pair that is la-
beled NA. We apply our negative label sampling
approach on both ATLOP and our PEMSCL model.
As seen from Figure 2, PEMSCL consistently per-
forms better than ATLOP by a clear margin. We
also find that the performances of the models on
Gold-Dev and Gold-Test gradually decrease as the
sampling ratio is increased. This is because as we
keep more (purportedly) negative labels in our loss
function, the risk of wrongly penalizing potentially
true labels increases concomitantly.

We observe that the sampling ratio has the op-
posite effect on Orig-Dev. As the sampling ratio
increases, the F1 on Orig-Dev increases, leading
one to mistakenly conclude that a large sampling
rate should be used. This provides strong evidence
of the poor data quality in DocRED, and shows
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 1. The Avery Fisher Career Grant, established by Avery 

 Fisher, is an award given to up to five outstanding 
 instrumentalists each year  ... 

 2. The Career Grants are a part of the Avery Fisher 

 Artist Program, along with the Avery Fisher Prize and 

 Special Awards. 
 3. They are administered by the Lincoln Center for  the 

 Performing Arts.

 …
 5. Only U.S. citizens or permanent residents are eligible.

 Label 2: (Avery Fisher Artist Program, U.S., Country)

Label 1: (Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts, U.S., Country)

 Country   NA  Country   NA

 Country   NA  Country   NA

14.5 10.3 9.99.3

16.8
10.1

26.4

9.2

ATLOP's logitsPEMSCL's logits

ATLOP's logitsPEMSCL's logits

Figure 3: Case Study.

how it can misguide training and lead to poor re-
sults. The results on the OGG-DocRE regime are
similar (see Appendix B for details).

4.6 Case Study

Figure 3 shows a case study of our proposed
PEMSCL model and the baseline ATLOP model.
We can see that for the entity pair (Lincoln Cen-
ter for the Performing Arts, U.S.), both models
successfully detect the correct relation label, i.e.,
Country. However, the logit difference between
the Country relation and the threshold label NA
in our model is much larger than that of the ATLOP
model (26.4-9.2 > 16.8-10.1). This demonstrates
that our model is capable of learning a more differ-
entiated distribution of the final probability scores.
For the entity pair of (Avery Fisher Artist Program,
U.S.), the ATLOP model fails to correctly predict
its label and classifies it as NA class since the logit
of Country is lower than that of the threshold
class (9.3 < 9.9). However, our model not only cor-
rectly predicts its correct label, but also maximizes
the discriminability of the prediction scores (14.5
vs 10.3).

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel method for
DocRE problem called PEMSCL, which contains a
pairwise moving-threshold loss with entropy min-
imization, adapted supervised contrastive learn-
ing, and a novel negative sampling strategy, to
achieve good integration of both discriminability
and robustness. Experimental results show that our
method achieves new state-of-the-art results.
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Limitations

First, we require a large amount of GPU resources
to conduct our experiments because we deal with
large document-based datasets (whose input text
is significantly longer than those of traditional
sentence-level tasks). Second, we implement our
model on two large pre-trained language mod-
els, Roberta-large (Liu et al., 2019) and Deberta-
large (He et al., 2021), both of which also have a
large GPU footprint. Third, the performance of our
adapted supervised contrastive learning component
is dependent on GPU batch size (a larger batch
size allows more contrastive examples to be used
to learn better embeddings).
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A Implementation Details

We mainly implement our method using the pre-
trained RoBERTa-large (Liu et al., 2019) as the
encoder model. Due to limited computational re-
sources, we only use a larger model DeBERTa-
large (He et al., 2021) on the DocRED benchmark.
We conduct grid search for the temperature param-
eter τ and the loss coefficient λ ({0.1, 0.2, 0.5,
1.0, 2.0}), learning rate ({1e-5, 2e-5, 3e-5}), and
warmup ratio of optimizer ({0.02, 0.06, 0.10}). We
implement our model in the PyTorch version of
Huggingface Transformers5, and run all experi-
ments on a NVIDIA Quadro RTX 8000 GPU. The
best hyperparameters used in our experiments are
shown in Table5.

B The Effect of Sampling Ratio on the
OGG- DocRE Setting

We analyze the effect of the negative label sampling
ratio in the OGG-DocRE regime, which is shown
in Figure 4. It presents a similar pattern with that
of the OOG-DocRE regime as described in Section
4.5.

C Results on the DocRED Dataset

We provide the results of RoBERTa-large based
models on DocRED in Table 6 for a complete com-
parison. However, these results can not reflect a
faithful performance comparison due to the pre-
ponderance of erroneous labels in the DocRED
dataset. Instead, the results on the Re-DocRED
dataset should be taken as a reliable fair compari-
son.

5https://huggingface.co/
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Figure 4: The effect of negative label sampling ratio in
the OGG-DocRE regime.

D Background: ATLOP Encoder

For every document, the encoder model first marks
each entity mention with a special token “*” at
its start and end positions, and then feeds the re-
sulting document D= {wl}Ll=1 into a pre-trained
language model (PLM) to obtain contextual em-
beddings for each of the document’s L tokens:
H = [h1, . . . ,hL] = PLM([w1, . . . , wL]) where
hl ∈ Rd. ATLOP regards the embedding of “*” at
the start position of mention mi

j as its representa-
tion, i.e., hI(mi

j)
, where I(.) is a function mapping

a mention mi
j to the index of its representative “*”

in H. Next, the embedding hei ∈ Rd of each entity
ei is obtained with logsumexp pooling:

hei = log

Mei∑

j=1

exp
(
hI(mi

j)

)
.

For each entity pair (eh, et), ATLOP uses the
token-level dependencies present within its multi-
head self-attention mechanism to compute a local-
ized contextual embedding ch,t ∈ Rd, capturing
the contextual information that is relevant to both
entities eh and et. Due to space constraints, we
refer readers to Zhou et al. (2021) for details on
how ch,t is computed.

For each entity pair (eh, et), the encoder will
generate the final representation xh,t for the pair,
and its corresponding vector of unnormalized pre-
diction scores fh,t ∈ R|R|+1 for all relations in
R∪ {NA} as follows:

[z1
h; . . . ; z

P
h ] = zh = tanh (Whheh +Wc1ch,t) ,

[z1
t ; . . . ; z

P
t ] = zt = tanh (Wthet +Wc2ch,t) ,

xh,t = ||Pp=1(z
p
h ⊗ zp

t ), (14)

fh,t = Woxh,t + bo, (15)
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Dataset Batch size Epoch Warmup ratio Learning rate τ λ γ1 γ2

DocRED 4 5 0.10 2e-5 2.0 2.0 1 1
Re-DocRED 4 8 0.06 2e-5 0.2 0.1 |Ph,t| |Nh,t|

Table 5: Best hyperparameters for benchmarks.

DocRED Dev DocRED Test

Model Ign F1 F1 Ign F1 F1

Implemented on RoBERTaLarge

Coref (Ye et al., 2020) 57.35 59.43 57.90 60.25
SSAN (Xu et al., 2021) 60.25 62.08 59.47 61.42
ATLOP (Zhou et al., 2021) 61.32±0.14 63.18±0.19 61.39 63.40
DocuNet (Zhang et al., 2021) 62.23±0.12 64.12±0.14 62.39 64.55
KD-DocRE (Tan et al., 2022a) 62.16±0.10 64.19±0.16 62.57 64.28
NCRL (Zhou and Lee, 2022) 62.21±0.22 64.18±0.20 61.94 64.14

PEMSCL (Ours) 62.31±0.19 64.21±0.17 62.17 64.28

Table 6: Experimental results on the DocRED dataset.

where zh, zt ∈ Rd1 are split into P equal-sized
groups [z1

h; . . . ; z
P
h ] and [z1

t ; . . . ; z
P
t ] respectively;

W{h,t,c1,c2} ∈ Rd1×d, Wo ∈ R(|R|+1)×dx , xh,t ∈
Rdx (dx= d1×d1

P ), and bo ∈ R|R|+1 are learnable
parameters (in our model too); ⊗ is the outer prod-
uct operator; and the operators ; and || respectively
represent the concatenation of vectors and matrices.
The elements in fh,t are logits that our model feeds
pairwise into (not necessarily the same) softmax
functions to obtain relative probabilities between
relations (Section 3.3).
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